Intelligent Application Automation
Empower your team, speed deployment and reduce costs by automating
analysis and analytics currently stranded in spreadsheets and custom code.

Unchain enterprise data analysis

Increase intelligent collaboration

Access native enterprise data without

Move calculations, analysis and analytic

transformation, increasing agility to

models to your internal cloud, increasing

leverage new information sources and

cross-team collaboration and transparency

reducing the cost and errors of ETL.

into data lineage and change control.

Reduce costs through automation

Deploy real-time intelligent services

Automate redundant analysis,

Instantly deploy real-time APIs that can

calculations and testing, allowing data

integrate with production applications and

analysts and quants to focus on higher-

workflows, without recoding.

value work.

Create applications using data analytics, simulations and decision logic in the cloud, enabling scale,
collaboration and auditability across the enterprise. Replace risky enterprise spreadsheets and
integrate applications seamlessly with existing advanced data science platforms.
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Solution Areas - Intelligent Application Automation
Modelshop is a platform that automates financial calculations
and analytics currently trapped in spreadsheets and ad-hoc
analytic tools. By moving desktop bound analytics into an online
automation platform, organizations can increase collaboration,
reduce model risk and rapidly deliver real-time analytic
applications. While other vendors have targeted displacing
enterprise spreadsheets, Modelshop is the first technology that
can credibly deliver a self-serve replacement for creating
advanced multi-dimensional financial models without coding.

Self-serve data connectors, statistical exploration and data
cleansing rules accelerate access to enterprise data sources
Import
Discover cross-data relationships, create linkages and rollup
calculations to simplify complex business and financial models
Connect
Create new calculations, business rules, predictive analytics and
projections without advanced coding skills
Create
Develop simulations scenarios using multi-variate assumptions
and statistical variation to ensure the integrity of analytic models
Simulate
Deploy calculations, projections and predictive models as
shareable online applications and real-time APIs
Deploy
The Modelshop team can help customers quickly create custom automation models based on
existing spreadsheets or custom code. Contact us for a live demo or to start an evaluation.
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